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Welcome!

Patricia Rodriguez

PK-5 Instructional Coach

Today’s session is about a framework for instructional coaches or administration to 

build teacher capacity. 
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ABOUT YOU
I would like to get an idea of who is in the room.

Teachers?

Administrators?

Instructional Coaches?

Other?
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About Me
I worked in 5th and 6th grades before 

becoming and instructional coach. This is my 

5th year. 

Who am I?

In the beginning of the program, I worked 

strictly with new teachers. However, as time 

has gone on, I realized that I needed to gain the 

insight of the leadership representative to 

expand the work I was doing. 

During this time, we were also doing the work 

of building Rigorous Units of Instruction from 

the work of Ainsworth and Donovan.

What do I do? 



The Project
Branding

Before

During

After
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Branding
Sorry, Mr. Shakespeare, branding matters!

Collaboration Cycles vs. Coaching Cycles

I wanted the message to be that we would both 

benefit from this work.



Before the Collaboration Cycle

• Link to Agenda
• Purpose: 

– The purpose of meeting before the collaboration cycle is to set a goal for student learning. 
– I used the PDSA cycle to help teachers focus on one part of the power standard that we would 

co-teach that week. (Republic Instructional Coaches)

• We also looked at the previous formative assessment to determine the goal.

Coaching Reflection:

• Some grade levels embraced this more
• Reveals who is using power standards to guide instruction
• Generated a good discussion about where skills can be found

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1u20Gywju6Sy-M25am7u44akBMV3WfcwIUOT5btv-AEs/copy


During the Collaboration Cycle

• Students’ Roles: Setting the norms for students when they have two 
teachers in the room

• Teacher’s Role: Deliver a majority of the instruction and assessment.
• Coach’s Role: Interacts with students in the pre-arranged coaching moves.



During the Collaboration Cycle

• Menu of Coaching Moves (Republic Instructional Coaches)
• Purpose: allow room for autonomy in the collaboration cycle.
• The teacher chooses how the coach will interact with the classroom. 
• Generate a weekly schedule to present to administration.

Coaching Reflection:

• Most teachers were comfortable with “You Pick Four”, “Thinking Aloud”, and 
“Co-conferring” strategies

• Fewer comfortable with “Teaching in Tandem” and “Micro Modeling”
• Discovered that ELA was not ‘protected’ as we had originally prioritized 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EFML4GbpQjyLSdDV8dyt0Ou5yEWRZacWeNMMXECm2o4/copy


After the Collaboration Cycle

• Reflection questions
• Purpose: To gain insight into how the teacher perceived the PDSA cycle

– Collect data and compare.
– Did students meet their goal?
– Discuss items that may need to brought to the attention of the instructional leader in the building. 

Coaching Reflection:

• The most difficult piece of the collaboration cycle to schedule.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/11qkotbPDhZ_EBDoIGFgR9a9t5km8tUjNo0s2d6AKM_g/copy


Next Steps…What I Learned

• Set up dates of entire cycle beforehand - plan, implement, reflect
• Habits of Work and Learning
• Are we teaching to mastery?
• Do we make decisions for instruction based on data?
• Are teachers comfortable discussing the instructional strategies they 

employ?


